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 I. PURPOSE 

 
The purpose of this Office of Health Insurance Programs Administrative 
Directive (OHIP/ADM) is to advise local departments of social services 
(LDSS) of the implementation of administrative, automated renewals for 
recipients in the Aged, Blind and Disabled category of Medicaid who 
receive fixed income from the Social Security Administration (SSA). 
 
 

 II. BACKGROUND 
 
In an effort to lower costs and improve quality in the Medicaid 
program, the Medicaid Redesign Team (MRT) evaluated ideas presented by 
stakeholders and State staff.  The MRT proposal to automate renewals 
for Aged, Blind and Disabled Medicaid recipients with fixed incomes 
was chosen for implementation.  Currently, Medicaid recipients complete a 
mail renewal form once a year in order to continue to receive health 
care coverage.  This is true even if the only income is fixed income 
(e.g., Social Security benefits) with known cost of living increases and 
when resources are well below the Medicaid resource level ($13,800 for an 
individual, $20,100 for a couple).  Under administrative renewals, for 
Supplemental Security Income-Related (SSI-Related) single individual 
and couple households with fixed incomes where resources are less than 
85% of the Medicaid resource limit at application or last renewal, 
whichever is later, the State will automate renewal of the case for 
Medicaid coverage.  The individual/couple will not be required to mail 
in a renewal form in order to maintain their health care coverage. 
 
 

 III. PROGRAM IMPLICATIONS 
 
Beginning in January 2012, the first upstate cases will be selected 
for automated renewal.  Selected cases will have an Authorization “To” 
date of 3/31/12.  For New York City (NYC), automated renewal selection 
will begin in December 2011, for cases with the same Authorization 
“To” date.  The first weekend of each month, cases that meet specific 
criteria from the Welfare Management System (WMS), Medicaid Budget 
Logic (MBL) and Resource File Integration (RFI) will be selected for 
automated renewal.  Any case not selected will be subject to renewal 
by the local district following the existing renewal process.  Cases 
that will not be selected include cases: for the Medicare Savings 
Program (MSP) only; for nursing facility services; with excess income; 
and with a payline dated past the last day of the month in which the 
selection occurs.  Cases selected are those composed of an individual 
or a married couple, who are eighteen years of age or older, with an 
Individual Categorical Code (ICC) of Aged (10), Blind (11) or Disabled 
(12), a Budget Type of 04 (SSI-Related), Social Security income as the 
only source of income, and resources that are at or below 85% of the 
applicable Medicaid resource limit. 
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The 85% figure was chosen to ensure that cases with resources close to 
the applicable Medicaid resource level receive a mail renewal.  These 
cases will remain in the current manual renewal process.  Resources 
and income contained in the MBL budget will be matched in an automated 
interface process with RFI.  The process will match the information on 
the renewal file to the “hits” on the RFI database.  Cases with RFI 
information that does not meet certain criteria will not be renewed by 
the automated process.  Additionally, cases that will not be selected 
for automated renewal include any case with: a non-citizen or non-
qualified alien; an Expanded Eligibility Code (EEC); a recipient who 
is turning 65 years old; or a case scheduled for a fair hearing. 
 
Upstate cases that have an entry in the Cooperative Case field on 
screen 1 of WMS will not be selected for automated renewal.  In order 
for a case to auto-renew this field must be blank; therefore, the 
field may no longer be used as a notes field.  This field must be 
reserved for case numbers only. 
 
The same weekend that a case meets all selection criteria from WMS, 
MBL and RFI, the system will update WMS and MBL with the appropriate 
transaction code (upstate only), a new reason code and new authorization 
and coverage periods that extend out one year from the current end 
date (see the Systems section of this ADM for upstate and NYC codes).  
An authorization number (9xxxxABD for upstate cases) will be generated 
for each case and an upstate LDSS 3209 Authorization Change or a NYC 
LDSS 3517 Turnaround Document (TAD) will be available for the district 
worker.  For upstate districts, these cases will be batched on the 
Monday night following the first weekend of the month.  For cases 
selected in NYC, the automated renewal transaction will be pended 
until one month prior to the expiration month.  Upstate districts can 
identify the automated renewal cases on WMS by data in the Office, 
Unit and Worker fields.  These fields will be set to ABD, RECRT and 
NYDOH, respectively and a report will be available through BICS (see 
section III. A., Reports).  For New York City (NYC), the Originating 
ID will be set to ART (Auto Recert Transaction). 
 
Because selected cases have income only from SSA benefits, MBL budgets 
will have been updated at the time of Mass Re-Budgeting and the effect 
of any changes in Social Security income will have already been 
addressed.  At the time of automated renewal, the budgets for the 
selected cases will be automatically updated with a transaction code 
(upstate only) and the effective dates changed to match the new 
Authorization “From” date and Authorization “To” date.  The current 
budget version number will be increased by one (1) and a new store 
date entered to reflect an updated budget.  For upstate districts the 
automated renewal budgets are differentiated by the Office code of 
ABD, the Unit code of RECRT and the Worker code of NYDOH.  For NYC the 
Originating ID will be changed to ART. 
 
A system-generated notice will be sent to recipients whose case is 
auto-renewed (see Attachment I-Upstate and Attachment II-NYC and the 
Systems section for further information).  The notice informs the 
recipient that Medicaid coverage is continued unchanged and that the 
recipient is responsible to report any changes in income, resources, 
health insurance, etc. to the district.  The recipient should only 
respond if there is a change that needs reporting.  If the local 
district worker receives any reported changes, the appropriate 
action(s) must be taken to update the Medicaid case. 
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Districts with an SSI-Related Re-Authorization waiver will be able to 
continue to extend authorizations for an additional 12 months on a 
case that is not selected for auto-renewal, as long as the case fits 
the criteria in the district’s approved waiver (see 94 LCM-84, “Relief 
to Social Service Districts in the Reauthorization Review Process for 
SSI-Related Medical Assistance Cases”). 
 

 
  A. Reports 

 
   1. Upstate Districts 

 
After the automated renewal process occurs, WMS will produce a 
monthly report, WINR4009 “Automated Renewal Disposition 
Report.”  This report is sorted so that cases failing the 
automated renewal process are listed first and the cases 
successfully renewed are listed last.  Cases that have a 
transaction that is pending during the automated renewal run 
will show as a failed update on this report.  Failed updates 
will require worker action (see the Required Action section). 
 

   2. New York City 
 
Cases that fail to update in the automated renewal process in 
New York City will be listed on the Daily Error Report 
(WINR0125) and usual procedures must be followed to correct 
the error (see the Required Action section for further 
instructions). 

 
Auto-renewal will be expanded in the future to include MSP-only 
recipients, and Aged, Blind and Disabled recipients with excess 
income.  In order to prepare for the inclusion of these cases in the 
auto-renewal process, certain steps will be taken at Mass Re-Budgeting 
(MRB), beginning with MRB in the fall of 2011. 

 
  B. Mass Re-Budgeting 

 
   1. Upstate Districts 

 
At Mass Re-Budgeting (MRB), if worker action is required on a 
case, the case must be excluded from automated renewal until the 
worker completes the necessary action.  For these cases, a new 
indicator field (ABD Renewal Indicator) has been created on 
screen 1 in WMS that will be filled at MRB with a system-
generated code 1-Case Excluded from Automated Renewal.  This 
code will be deleted when the worker enters a subsequent 06 
(renewal), 07 or 08 (closing) transaction. 
 
The new ABD Renewal Indicator code 1 is system-generated when a 
case: 

 
• is exceptioned from MRB; 
• changes from no excess income to excess income; 
• has a decrease in excess income; or 
• has a change in categorical eligibility for the Medicare 

Savings Program (MSP), e.g., a change from Qualified 
Medicare Beneficiary (QMB) to Specified Low Income Medicare 
Beneficiary (SLIMB). 
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For these cases, the current mail renewal process will be 
followed.  System edits will prevent a worker from entering a 1 
in this WMS field. 

 
   2. New York City 

 
At MRB in New York City, when a case changes from no excess 
income to excess income or there is a change in categorical 
eligibility for the MSP program (see the example in the preceding 
section), the case will be exceptioned out of the automated 
renewal process and will receive a mailed renewal. 
 

Note:  A separate GIS will be issued to further explain changes to 
MRB. 

 
 

 IV. REQUIRED ACTION 
 
The LDSS remain responsible for processing any changes reported by 
recipients whose case has been automatically renewed.  The 
Administrative Renewal for the Aged, Blind and Disabled Notice (reason 
code 796 upstate and 415 for NYC) contains a more comprehensive list 
of changes for a recipient to report than a typical CNS notice.  A 
change in income, resources or health insurance premiums will require 
an updated budget, while other changes, such as name, address, phone 
number, etc., will only require an update in WMS.  The worker must 
take appropriate action based on the type of change reported. 

 
  A. Upstate Districts Failed Updates 

 
Cases listed on the WINR4009 “Automated Renewal Disposition Report” 
as a failed update will require the district worker to make 
corrections.  For cases with a pending transaction (reported as a 
failed update), the worker must wait for the transaction to 
complete.  Once the reason for the failed update is addressed, the 
case may not be returned to the automated renewal process.  The 
worker manually renews Medicaid coverage by updating the budget’s 
effective dates and storing the budget.  WMS is updated with an 06 
(renewal) transaction code, the reason code C29 (Administrative 
Renewal for Aged, Blind, Disabled-Worker–Manual) and the authorization 
and coverage dates are updated to periods that extend out one year 
from the current end date. 
 

  B. New York City Failed Updates 
 
Cases selected for automated renewal that error are listed on the 
WINR0125 “Daily Error Report.”  When the error is corrected through 
the Undercare Error Correction Subsystem, the case will continue 
through the automated renewal process. 
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If the worker elects to overlay the automated renewal error 
transaction, the worker will: 
 

• enter  the new budget version from auto-renewal; 
• enter AC in the MA status field; 
• enter reason code H99-Administrative Renewal for Aged, 

Blind, and Disabled (Worker-Manual); 
• enter the new Authorization “From” date, and “To” date that 

extends out one year from the current end date; 
• enter the RVI code; and 
• enter the MA Recert Date. 
 

Cases with a pending transaction in NYC at the time of automated 
renewal will be allowed to complete the pending transaction before 
the automated renewal is processed. 
 
For both upstate districts and NYC, workers follow usual procedures 
to process cases that error out and require further information from 
the recipient.  When the information is received and corrections are 
made, the worker follows the procedure in the above section IV. A. 
or B., as appropriate, in order to renew the case. 

 
 

 V. SYSTEMS IMPLICATIONS 
 

  A. WMS 
 

   1. Upstate Districts 
 
All cases automatically renewed will have system-generated: 
 

• transaction code of 06 (renewal); 
• reason code 796-Administrative Renewal for Aged, Blind and 

Disabled; 
• new authorization and coverage periods that extend out one 

year from the current end date; 
• authorization number (9xxxxABD); 
• Transaction Office - ABD; 
• Unit - RECRT; and 
• Worker ID - NYDOH. 
 

   2. New York City  
 
All cases automatically renewed will have system-generated: 

 
• reason code 415-Administrative Renewal for Aged, Blind and 

Disabled; 
• new authorization and coverage periods that extend out one 

year from the current end date; 
• authorization number; and 
• Originating ID will be changed to ART. 
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  B. MBL 

 
Upstate and New York City 

 
Budgets that correspond with automatically renewed cases will have 
system-generated: 
 

• transaction code 06-renewal(upstate only); 
• effective dates that match the new Authorization “From” 

date and Authorization “To” date; 
• budget version number increased by 1. (In NYC, if multiple 

pending budgets exist, the highest version and store date 
will be selected and updated); and  

• new budget store date. 
 
For upstate districts, the automated renewal budgets are differentiated 
by the Office code of ABD, the Unit code of RECRT and the Worker 
code of NYDOH.  For New York City the Originating ID will be 
changed to ART. 

 
 

  C. CNS 
 
   Reason Codes 
 
   1. Upstate: 

 
Two new reason codes were developed for the automated renewal 
process: 

 
• 796 Administrative Renewal for Aged, Blind and Disabled 

(System-Generated) 
• C29 Administrative Renewal for Aged, Blind and Disabled 

(Worker-Manual) 
 

   2. New York City: 
 

Two new reason codes were developed for the automated renewal 
process: 

 
• 415 Administrative Renewal for Aged, Blind and Disabled 

(System-Generated) 
• H99 Administrative Renewal for Aged, Blind and Disabled 

(Worker-Manual) 
 

 
 


